
‘Ma’a’ is the Arabic word for water, which
appears in the Holy Qur’an 63 times. And
throughout the Holy Qur’an, we are
reminded that it is a blessing from God
Almighty.

“Do not the disbelievers see that the
heavens and the earth were a closed-up
mass, then We opened them out? And
We made from water every living thing.
Will they not then believe?” (21:31)

This verse indicates that water is crucial to
the survival of mankind and planet Earth
itself. For centuries, the land of Makkah was
a barren desert. Only after Prophet Ibrahim
(on whom be peace) left his child and wife in
this desert, did Allah miraculously allow
water to flow. And it was the inception of Ab-
e-Zamzam, the well which sprang from the
ground, which led to the habitation of this
barren desert, known as the Holy place of
Ka’aba.

And again, Allah reminds us: “And He it is
Who has created man from water…” (25:55).
We now know that 60% of the human body
and 71% of the planet consists of water
alone, making it a fundamental element to
our existence. Thus, Allah Almighty made this
relatively recent discovery by science very
clear to us over 1400 years ago.

However, pollution, changing weather
patterns and global warming is proving to be
detrimental to our water supply. Toxic waste
dumps, plastic bags and sewage is making,
once pure water, untouchable, let alone

drinkable and usable.

“And We sent down water from the sky
according to measure, and We caused it
to stay in the earth — and surely it is We
Who determine its taking away —”
(23:19)

In this verse, Allah Almighty warns us that He
has blessed mankind with water and it is He
alone who can take it away from us as well.
The Holy Prophet (peace and blessing of
Allah be upon him) has told us that ‘Muslims
are equal partners in three things; water,
grass and fuel.’ Thus, he reminded us that no
individual has sole ownership of any natural
resource, and they must be sustained and
used responsibly. In addition to this, Allah
Almighty has reminded us in the Holy Qur’an
to not be wasteful.

“O children of Adam! look to your
adornment at every time and place of
worship, and eat and drink but exceed
not the bounds; surely, He does not love
those who exceed the bounds.” (7:32).

The Holy Prophet (may the peace and
blessings of Allah be upon him), stated that
‘Cleanliness is half of your faith.’ And it goes
without saying that water is essential to
one’s physical cleanliness, which naturally
reflects onto one’s spiritually as well. Thus,
Allah has blessed us with water, to not only
give us life but purify our physical and
spiritual state.

Yet many, if not all of us take it for granted.
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His Holiness Mirza Masroor Ahmad (May
Allah be his Helper), who is the worldwide
leader of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community,
stated on the 9th of June 2015: “Here in the
West it is common for people to waste water
but I personally spent 8 years living in Africa
and so I have seen for myself how desperate
for water those people are. Young children,
no older than 7 or 8, have to walk for miles
with large water vessels balanced on their
heads in order to retrieve water from dirt-
filled ponds.” He reminded us that we are
privileged to have constant access to water

and the struggle that millions of people face
in having access to water, due to it being a
basic necessity for our survival.i

Thus, I would like to request my readers to
always make a conscious effort to conserve
this precious resource because, given the
current state of our planet, we do not know
how much longer we will continue to have
sustained access to this truly amazing natural
resource for. I would like to urge you all to
give the water the respect it deserves as a
blessing from Allah.
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